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Abstract

To increase the rate of scientific discovery in the Rhizobiaceae family of bacteria there is 

a need to adapt high-throughput genetic screens like insertion sequencing. Here we de-

scribe the adaptation of a Rhizobiaceae-compatible MmeI-adapted mariner transposon, 

from a previous vector pSAM_Bt, that can be used with insertion sequencing for high-

throughput forward genetic screening.

The newly constructed mariner transposon pSAM_Rl mutagenized R. leguminosarum, S. 

meliloti, and A. tumefaciens at a high frequency. In R. leguminosarum, two high-through-

put forward genetic screens were performed with the vector to identify genes involved in 

proper cell growth on complex and minimal media. Mutant pools of R. leguminosarum 

3841 were generated that saturated 83% and 80% of potential mariner insertions sites in 

the genome, on complex and minimal media, respectively. Analysis of the R. 

leguminosarum transposon insertion sequencing data with a previously described HMM-

based method resulted in assignment of the contribution of the majority of the genes in 

the R. leguminosarum 3841 genome for growth under both growth conditions. By cross 

referencing these two data sets a subset of genes was found to belong to a core functional 

genome which contained genes required for proper growth under both conditions. Based 

on this analysis it is estimated that 72 and 176 genes, when interrupted by a transposon 

insertion, uniquely result in an impaired ability to grow on complex and minimal media, 

respectively; and 516 genes belonged to the core functional genome of R. leguminosarum

3841. Good concordance was observed between genes observed to be required for growth

on the complex medium, but not minimal media, as described in previous studies. Growth

impaired genes were annotated with their Riley functional classifications for comparison 
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and discussion of the possible mechanisms behind the growth impaired phenotypes. Also,

an overview of the functional diversity of the core functional genome is presented and 

discussed. 

Adaptation of this high-throughput forward genetic screening methodology to R. 

leguminosarum has been shown to be an effective method for hypothesis generation, by 

providing large data sets of candidate genes that require further genetic testing and char-

acterization for there impact on cellular physiology. While the method has minor limita-

tions and considerations that must be taken into account, it will provide a technique for 

future investigation of the functional genomics of R. leguminosarum in a variety of test-

able conditions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Economic Importance of the Rhizobiaceae 

The Rhizobiaceae is a family of alpha-proteobacteria containing three agriculturally im-

portant genera of soil bacteria: Rhizobium, Sinorhizobium and Agrobacterium [1]. Mem-

bers in these genera share a unique relationship with plant hosts. Rhizobium and 

Sinorhizobium are both able to enter into an endosymbiotic mutualism with certain spe-

cies of leguminous plants, in which the Rhizobia fix atmospheric nitrogen into a biologic-

ally available form for the plant in return for fixed carbon and energy [2]. This symbiosis 

is particularly important in the context of agriculturally produced pulse crops, where the 

Rhizobium legume symbiosis affords farmers the ability to reduce the rate of synthetic ni-

trogen fertilizers application [3]. Conversely, the relationship of Agrobacterium with its 

plant host is parasitic. In this symbiosis, Agrobacterium infects the tissues of a plant host 

and transforms specific virulence genes into the host’s DNA, resulting in tumorgenic 

growth with altered cellular metabolism that the bacteria then colonize [4]. The formation

of several galls at the stem root interface results in a plant infection known as crown gall, 

that can have a significant impact on the crop yield of stone fruits, berries, and nuts [5].

1.2 Rhizobium leguminosarum

Rhizobium leguminosarum is a Gram-negative soil bacterium that enters into an 

endosymbiotic mutualism with plants in the Viciea genus of the family Fabaceae [6, 7].  

The process of the endosymbiotic relationship involves the following 5 steps: 1) 

chemotaxis of free-living Rhizobium to the site of infection on the legume root; 2) 

attachment of a bacterium to a legume root hair; 3) formation of the infection thread into 

the root cortex; 4) nodule organ formation; and 5) differentiation of the free-living 
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Rhizobium into a specialized N2-fixing cell morphology known as a bacteroid. In this 

symbiosis, the bacteroids reduce N2 (g) from the atmosphere into a metabolically 

available form for the plant in return for a carbon and energy source [8]. Consequently, 

leguminous plants can colonize nitrogen deficient soils, and in the context of agriculture, 

production of leguminous crops with decreased application of artificially produced 

nitrogen fertilizers becomes possible. Therefore, the symbiosis provides financial savings

for producers by decreasing input costs, and also reduces agricultural demands of fossil 

fuels required for synthetic nitrogen fixation processes [3, 9, 10]. Developing an 

understanding of the fundamental genetics of the R. leguminosarum may lead to new 

strategies and technologies that enhance the mutualistic relationship of the bacteria and 

cultivated legumes, and thereby enhancing legume production. 

1.3 The Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841 Genome

Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841 (RLV3841) is a well studied model organism 

and it's complete genome sequence is publicly available [11]. The genome of RLV3841 is

composed of one large circular chromosome, 5.1 megabases in size, and 6 plasmids that 

range from 0.87 Mb to 0.15 Mb in size. The guanine-cytosine % (GC%) of the genome is

an average of 60.9%, with the chromosome having 61.1% GC. The genome of RLV3841 

is considered to be relatively large and complex when compared to commonly studied 

enteric bacteria, and also has a relatively high GC%. For this reason, genetic study of 

RLV3841 presents novel challenges to overcome, but also offers unique opportunities to 

study the functional organization of larger bacterial genomes.

1.4 Rhizobium Competition Problem

Because of the global importance of legume production, inoculant strains of R. 
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leguminosarum have been commercially developed to enhance the yield of leguminous 

crops. However, the major limitation with inoculant strains is their decreased 

competitiveness for nodulation with indigenous R. leguminosarum bacteria in the soil 

environment, resulting in diminished returns in crop yield from decreased nodulation by 

the  inoculant strains. The inability of inoculant strains to outcompete indigenous 

rhizobium strains has been defined as the 'competition problem' [12]. Phenotypes that 

influence nodulation competitiveness include metabolism [13–16], stress tolerance [17–

19], chemotaxis [20], and signal transduction [21]. Other studies have examined 

competitiveness from a whole organism approach in which metabolic potential, the 

ability to use diverse carbon sources, was observed to be positively correlated with 

competitiveness for nodulation in environmentally isolated strains [22]. These studies 

have demonstrated the complexity of the Rhizobium competition problem, but also that 

there is a genetic basis for Rhizobium competitiveness. 

The rhizosphere is defined as the environment immediately surrounding the plant root 

and represents an area of high microbial activity due to the exudation of fixed carbon 

from plant roots. The ability of Rhizobium to colonize the rhizosphere is undoubtedly an 

important aspect of successful competition for nodulations. Understanding, or developing

methods to study, the genetic basis of rhizosphere colonization of legume roots can 

therefore also provide new insights into the Rhizobium competition problem.

1.5 High-throughput Transposon Screening

Forward genetic screening is a method used to discover gene function. A forward genetic 

screen involves the mutagenesis of a population of bacteria followed by the screening of 

individual mutants to find a desired phenotype. In this way, genes that were previously 
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uncharacterized can be shown to be involved in a specific physiological response. An 

alternative approach is reverse genetic screening, which involves prior knowledge of a 

specific gene, which is then mutated by target mutagenesis and screened to determine if it

is involved in a specific phenotype. 

Classical approaches to forward genetic screening have often used mobile genetic 

elements known as transposons, as a tool for random gene mutagenesis. This method can 

be slow as it requires manual screening of thousands of mutants for a desired phenotype, 

and is limited by the number of unique mutants that can be physically screened. Because 

of these two factors, screening of an organism’s entire genome becomes very time 

consuming and expensive. However, recent methods for high-throughput forward genetic

screening have been developed that can exploit the arrival of next generation sequencing 

technologies [23, 24]. The techniques include: transposon insertion-sequencing (Tn-Seq) 

[25], high-throughput insertion tracking by deep sequencing (HITS) [26], transposon-

directed insertion-site sequencing (TraDIS) [27], and insertion sequencing (INSeq) [28]. 

The techniques were developed independently, but all use the same principle to achieve 

whole-genome genetic screening. Briefly, a population of transposon-insertional mutants 

is generated that is large enough such that statistically every potential insertion, or gene 

knock-out, is represented within the population. DNA is isolated from the initial mutant 

pool, and DNA is isolated from a second sample of the same mutant pool that was grown 

under a specific selective pressure for a pre-defined number of generations. The DNA 

adjacent to the transposon insertion sites is sequenced en masse for the initial mutant pool

and post-selection mutant pool. These transposon insertion-tags (tn-tags) are then mapped

onto the reference genome of the organism in question, and the variation in insertion 
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frequency between the two time points is calculated. Based on the variation in the 

number of transposon insertions observed, the necessity of genes for specific growth 

conditions can be determined. The four methods of high-throughput genetic screening all 

use this basic fundamental approach, but vary from one another in the type of transposon 

used, the method of sequencing the insertion tag, and their methods of data analysis. 

However, all approaches have been or have the potential to be applied to a diversity of 

bacterial species to investigate genes involved in colonization of hosts [29–31], resistance

to antibiotics [32], characterizing metabolic pathways [33, 34], deducing core essential 

genomes [35–41], and recently, examining genes involved in colonizing soil 

environments [42].

1.6 Use of mariner Transposons vs Tn5 Transposons

The majority of transposons used in high-throughput genetic screening are either mariner

or Tn5. The mariner class of transposon is a host independent transposon that unlike a 

random insertion transposon, such as Tn5, specifically inserts into an organism's genome 

at thymine-adenine (TA) motifs [43]. Because of this defined insertion preference, trans-

position events can be modelled in silico for any sequenced genome to quantify the 

defined existing number of insertion locations. This type of analysis can also determine 

the insertion sites per gene or within any defined region of interest in the genome. Fur-

thermore, using a transposon with a defined number of insertion loci allows for robust 

probabilistic analysis when used in a transposon insertion sequencing methodology. In 

general, mariner transposon based methods can use two different methods to analyze 

gene function. The first relies on sequencing the transposon insertion sites in an input 

pool and an output pool of transposon mutants, and using the differential representation 
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of mutants in each pool to infer the functional role of each gene with sufficient represent-

ation of insertion sites [42]. The second method relies on creating a mutant pool suffi-

ciently large and complex that it saturates the genome and allows for analysis of regions 

with statistically fewer, or no, insertions than expected using a non-parametric [44], 

Bayesian model [45], or HMM based analysis [46, 47], after submitting the mutant pool 

to a selective treatment.

In contrast to the mariner transposon, the Tn5 transposon is considered to be a randomly 

inserting transposon, meaning it has no defined insertion motif [48]. Recent studies have, 

however, shown that Tn5 transposons do have a bias to GC rich genetic sequence [49, 

50]. Tn5 based methods of high-throughput genetic screening rely on hyper-saturating the

genome with transposon insertional mutants, and ultra deep sequencing to ensure enough 

tn-tags can be mapped onto the reference genome to allow for statistical analysis. Se-

quencing library preparation for Tn5 based methods also relies on random genomic 

shearing and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of random fragments to en-

rich for Tn-genome junctions. Because of these two reason, Tn5 based high-throughput 

genetic screening in general is more expensive due to the increased sequencing required, 

and has the potential to introduce bias in library preparation steps due to the fragmenta-

tion and PCR enrichment steps used.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE MARINER pSAM_RL 
INSERTION SEQUENCING TRANSPOSON MUTAGENESIS VECTOR

This chapter was modified from: Perry, B.J. and Yost, C.K. (2014). Construction of a 

mariner-based transposon vector for use in insertion sequencing mutagenesis in selected 

members of the Rhizobiaceae. BMC Microbiology. 14: 298.[51]
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Previous transposon based genetic screening of Rhizobia

Genetic research in the Rhizobiaceae has relied heavily on the use of transposon 

mutagenesis screens. Perhaps the most commonly used transposon in the Rhizobiaceae is 

the Tn5 [51–54]. The use of Tn5 genetic screens have helped to identify genes involved 

in carbon metabolism [14–16], desiccation tolerance [55, 56], and cell envelope 

physiology [17], for example. Implementation of transposon mutagenesis with a high-

throughput technique based on the INSeq methodology should accelerate the rate of 

discovery based research in the Rhizobiaceae, identifying more genes involved in host 

interactions, metabolism, colonization, survival, and possibly plasmid maintenance.

2.1.2 Objectives of this Study

 The four objectives of this study were to: 1) modify the pSAM_Bt MmeI-adapted 

mariner INSeq vector to be compatable with the Rhizobiaceae; 2) to test the host range of

transposition of the new transposon pSAM_Rl; 3) to characterize the performance of the 

mariner transposon for any bias’ withing the RLV3841 genome; and 4) to perform an 

INSeq experiment on RLV3841 using the pSAM_Rl vectors and HMM analysis to 

examine the compliment of genes required for growth on tryptone-yeast extract medium.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Bacterial strains, growth conditions and plasmids

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are presented in Table 2.1. R. 

leguminosarum, S. meliloti, and A. tumefaciens were cultured at 30 °C using tryptone-

yeast extract medium (5 g tryptone, 3 g yeast extract, 3.5 mM CaCl2 per liter H2O; TY) 

[57]. E. coli strains were cultured on lysogeny broth (LB) at 37 °C [58]. When required, 

antibiotics were used at the following concentrations for Rhizobiaceae 500 μg/mL 
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streptomycin (Str), 50 μg/mL rifampicin(Rif), 50 μg/mL neomycin (Neo); concentrations 

used for Escherichia coli were 100 μg/mL ampicillin (Amp), 25 μg/mL erythromycin, 

and 50 μg/mL kanamycin. The plasmid pSAM_Bt contains a mariner transposon with a 

single nucleotide polymorphism in the inverse repeat sequences of the transposon that 

introduced an MmeI restriction enzyme site in them. This allows for capture of 15-16bp 

of genomic DNA adjacent to the transposon insertion via digestion of mutated DNA with 

the MmeI enzyme, allowing for trimming of tn-tags to a uniform length and producing a 

NN dinucleotide overhang that can be used for adapter ligation, resulting in easier tn-tag 

sequencing library preparation and decreased potential for PCR bias during amplification 

steps [25, 28]. It was obtained as a gift from Dr. Andrew L. Goodman. Plasmid pSC189 

was obtained from addgene.org (plasmid#: 32114) as kindly directed by Dr. Eric J. Rubin

[59].
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Table 2.1 Summary of Bacterial Strains and Plasmids

Strains Characteristics Reference

R. leguminosarum bv. 
viciae 3841

StrR wildtype 60

S. meliloti RM1021 SU57 str-21 StrR 61

A. tumefaciensUBAPF2 Plasmid-free derivative of A. tumefaciens strain C5 RifR 62

E. coli SM10 λpir thi-1 thr leu tonA lacY supE recA::RP4-2-Tc::Mu KanR λpir 63

E. coli PIR1 F- ∆lac169 rpoS(Am) robA1 creC510 hsdR514 endA- recA1 
uidA(∆MluI)::pir-116

Invitrogen

Plasmids

pSAM_Bt AmpR EryR; RP4-oriT, oriR6K, mariner himar1C9 transposase 
with B. thetaiotamicron rpoD promoter, MmeI-adapted 
marinerIR elements 

28

pSC189 AmpR KanR; RP4-oriT, oriR6K 59

pGEM-T Easy AmpR ; cloning vector Invitrogen

pGEM::189KmR AmpR KanR; pGEM-T vector containing PCR amplified nptII 
gene from pSC189

51

pGEM::rpoD AmpR; pGEM-T vector containing PCR amplified R. 
leguminosarum 3841 rpoD promoter region

51

pSAM_Km AmpR KanR; EryR in pSAM_Bt replaced with nptII from 
pSC189

51

pSAM_Rl AmpR KanR; pSAM_Km with B. thetatiotamicron rpoD 
promoter replaced with R. leguminosarum 3841 rpoDpromoter 
region

51
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2.2.2 Construction of pSAM_Rl

Plasmid DNA was isolated using GenElute™ Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Sigma-Aldrich). 

The Neo/KanR gene cassette within pSC189 [59] was PCR amplified using primers 

Tn189KmR_Fwd_XhoI and Tn189_Rev_XbaI (Table 2.2) that contained XhoI and XbaI 

restriction enzyme sites linkers. The 991 bp Neo/KanR PCR product was subsequently 

cloned into the pGEM®-T Easy Vector System creating plasmid pGEM::189KmR. The 

Neo/KanR cassette in pGEM::189KmR was digested with XhoI and XbaI restriction 

enzymes creating a 979 bp fragment that was directionally cloned into the pSAM_Bt 

mariner transposon, replacing the EryR cassette it previously contained. The resulting 

plasmid pSAM_Km was maintained in the E. coli strain PIR1(Invitrogen), which allows 

for high copy number maintenance of R6K-oriR plasmids.

Cloning of the RLV3841 rpoD promoter region was carried out by PCR amplifying a 366

bp region upstream of the rpoD gene start codon using primers Rlv_rpoD_Pro_Fwd and 

Rlv_rpoD_Pro_Rev (Table 2.2). The rpoD promoter PCR product had a 5’ BamHI and 3’ 

NdeI restriction enzyme site introduced, and was subsequently cloned into the pGEM®-T

Easy Vector System to create the plasmid pGEM::rpoD. The RLV3841 rpoD promoter 

region was then excised from pGEM::rpoD using BamHI and NdeI, and directionally 

cloned into pSAM_Km to create the vector pSAM_Rl (Figure 2.1). The new pSAM_Rl 

suicide vector carried an MmeI-adapted mariner transposon harbouring a NeoR/KanR 

cassette, and had the himar1C9 transposase transcriptionally fused to a RLV3841 rpoD 

promoter. For use in transposon mutagenesis, the pSAM_Rl construct was electroporated 

into E. coli SM10λpir (obtained from Dr. Peter Howard, University of Saskatchewan).
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Table 2.2 PCR Primers and Adapter Sequences 

Name Sequence 5' → 3'

Anneal-
ing 
Temp.

Refer-
ence

Tn189KmR_Fwd_
XhoI

GCCCTCGAGTAGACTGGGCGGTTTTATGG 57°C 51

Tn189KmR_Rev_
XbaI

GCGTCTAGAAGTCCCGCTCAGAAGAACTC 57°C 51

Rlv_rpoD_Pro_Fw
d

CATATGGGTTGCCATTTATATCGTCGC 58°C 51

Rlv_rpoD_Pro_RevGGATCCATAAGGGTTCGCAATCGCTGC 58°C 51
pSAM_Rl_Conf_F
wd

GCTAGACTGGGCGGTTTTATG 62°C 51

pSAM_Rl_Conf_R
ev

CTGCAGGTAGAAACGCAAAAAG 62°C 51

Ion Torrent 
BioSAM

/BiotinTEG/CGGTTCGCTTGCTGTCCATAAAAC 58.6°C 51

M12 Top CTGTCCGTTCCGACTACCCTCCCGAC - 28
M12 Bottom GTCGGGAGGGTAGTCGGAACGGACAG 28
INSeq_Adpt_Top AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGCAA - 51
INSeq_Adpt_Bot-
tom

TTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTNN 51

IT_A_FP_1 CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAG CTAAGGTAAC 
GATATAAAACCGCCCAGTCTACTCGAGGG

62°C 51

IT_A_FP_2 CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAG TAAGGAGAAC 
GATATAAAACCGCCCAGTCTACTCGAGGG

62°C 51

IT_A_FP_3 CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAG AAGAGGATTC 
GATATAAAACCGCCCAGTCTACTCGAGGG

62°C 51

IT_trP1_FP CCTCTCTATGGGCAGTCGGT-
GATTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT

62°C 51
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Figure 2.1 pSAM_Rl plasmid map. Restriction enzymes used for cloning are indicated. 

Antibiotic markers (ampicillin, AmpR; neomycin/kanamycin, nptII), origin of replication 

(R6K y oriR), origin of transfer (RP4-oriT), transposase (himar1C9), tranposase promoter

(rpoD 5'UTR), MmeI-adapted mariner inverse repeats (IR_R, IR_L), transposon borne 

Rho-independant terminator (rrnB T1, rrnB T2). Plasmid map produced using Snapgene 

software.
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2.2.3 Testing pSAM_Rl transposition frequency

Transposition mutagenesis using pSAM_Rl was done in triplicate. Donor and recipient 

cells were grown in broth culture to an OD600 of approximately 0.8 and were pooled in a 

ratio of 1000 μL recipient to 500 μL of donor in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. The 

conjugation mixture was pelleted at 12,000 g for 3 min, washed once with 1000 μL 1X 

phosphate buffer saline (PBS), and resuspended in approximately 100 μL 1X PBS. The 

cell suspensions were then spotted onto pre-warmed TY agar plates and incubated at 

30°C overnight. Conjugation spots were scraped and resuspended in 1000 μL of 1X PBS.

Enumeration of transposon mutants was done using TY agar supplemented with 50 

μg/mL Neo and the appropriate Rhizobiaceae counter selectable antibiotic (Table 2.1). 

Enumeration of total Rhizobiaceae was done on TY agar with the species specific 

selectable antibiotic.

2.2.4 Generating transposon mutant libraries for sequencing

Six independent conjugations of pSAM_Rl into RLV3841 were conducted on TY agar as 

described above. After 24 hours of incubation at 30°C, each of the 6 mating spots were 

scraped and resuspended in 1 mL of 1X PBS and then pooled together in a final volume 

of 6 mL. For selection on TY agar, 1000 μL of the resuspended cells were plated equally 

across 2 separate 245 × 245 mm2 (Corning) Neo + Str TY agar plates in triplicate for a 

total of 6 plates, and then incubated for ~48 h (approximately 16 generations) at 30 °C.

Following incubation, the faint film-like growth was scraped off each plate and 

resuspended in 1 mL of 1xPBS, vortexed for 1 minutes, and then pelleted at 15, 000 g for 

10 minutes. The supernatant of each resuspension was very viscous and still contained 

cells, it was equally aliquoted into 2 X 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes. The original pellet, 
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and two tubes of supernatant, were then brought up to a final volume of 1000 μL with 1 

M NaCl, vortexed thoroughly, and incubated on ice for 1 h to disrupt the viscous 

exopolysaccharide diffuse capsule to improve efficiency of cell harvesting. The NaCl cell

suspensions were then pelleted at 15, 000 g for 10 minutes, and the pellets from each 

replicate were pooled independently and resuspended in 1000 μL of TE buffer (pH 8.0). 

The resulting 3 Tn-mutant pools were used for independent DNA isolation and 

downstream library preparation.

2.2.5 Preparing sequencing libraries and DNA sequencing

Transposon insertion tags consisted of 53 bp of pSAM_Rl transposon sequence, 

including the 27 bp inverted repeat sequence, and 15–16 bp of adjacent genomic DNA. 

Library preparation was carried out independently for each of the 3 collected Tn-mutant 

pools. Tn-tags were prepared for DNA sequencing using a modified version of the INSeq 

method [64] to make the sequencing process amendable to the Ion Torrent PGM 

sequencing platform. Linear PCR products were amplified using the primer Ion Torrent 

BioSAM (Table 2.2), with an annealing temperature of 58.6 °C and 500 ng of template 

DNA. Linear PCR products were purified using a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 

(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's recommended protocol. The biotinylated linear 

PCR products were then bound to Pierce Streptavidin Magnetic Beads (Thermo 

Scientific) and enzymatic steps during library preparation were performed as described 

[64] with the substitution of Klenow (New England Biolabs), Random Primer 6 (New 

England Biolabs) and T4 DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs). Additionally, a custom 

library adapter, INSEQ_Adpt, was used in the adapter ligation step. The final PCR 

amplification of sequencing template was accomplished using fusion primers designed in 
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accordance with Ion Amplicon Library Preparation (Fusion Method, Pub#: 4468326 Rev. 

C), using the PCR amplification conditions described in the INSeq methodology [64]. 

The forward fusion primers IT_A_FP_1, IT_A_FP_2, and IT_A_FP_3 included 

IonXpress barcode sequences 1, 2, and 3 respectively, for downstream sequence 

separation. The reverse primer IT_trP1_FP was used in conjunction with a forward 

primer to introduce the trP1 sequencing adapter. The final sequencing template prepared 

from the Ion Amplicon library preparation was 187 bp in length. Sequencing template 

was gel purified using the Invitrogen E-Gel® SizeSelect™ system, and was analyzed 

using a Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA Chip (Agilent Technologies) prior to 

sequencing for quality and molarity. The three technical replicates had a final 

concentration of 1.37, 1.82, and 1.23 μg/ul of sequencing library after size selection, 

respectively. A visual representation of the INSeq sequencing template can be found in 

Figure 2.2.

DNA sequencing was performed on the Ion Torrent PGM using 200 bp sequencing 

chemistry and a 316v2 sequencing chip. The total raw sequencing output of the Ion 

Torrent was 1.25, 1.73, and 1.74 million reads for each of the 3 replicates, respectively. 

The raw sequencing reads were then pooled for downstream data extraction an analysis.

2.2.6 Data extraction and transposon insertion analysis

Quality trimming to Q20 and trimming of adapter sequences was performed using 

Cutadapt [65] and the final 16–15 bp tn-tags were checked for a leading TA motif using a 

custom python script. The resulting 3,192,486 transposon insertion tags were mapped to 

the RLV3841 reference genome (RefSeq:NC_008378.1 to NC_008384.1) [11] using the 

Bowtie short read aligner [66], allowing for no mismatches in the alignment, and only 
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reporting insertion tags that mapped to a single unique location. Short read alignment 

resulted in 2,319,239 (49% of the total sequencing reads) unique transposon insertion 

tags mapping to the RLV3841 reference genome, after 131,676 reads were omitted due to

multiple alignments, and 509,341 reads failed to align. The .sam output file from the 

Bowtie alignment was converted into a .bam format using Samtools [67], and was then 

converted to .bed format using bedtools. Transposon insertion reads were grouped by 

specific RLV3841 replicons for downstream analysis. The .bed files of the aligned 

transposon insertion tags were converted to .wig format using a custom python module. 

The .wig formatted INSeq data sets generated for each of the 7 replicons in the RLV3841 

genome were then analyzed independently using the Tn-HMM python module [46]. 

Briefly, the python module used a HMM as described in [46], in conjunction with the 

Viterbi algorithm to calculate the state of each TA insertion site within the genome, 

independent of gene boundaries. Next, the computer module analyzed the state of 

successive TA sites within gene boundaries to assign a state for the gene (see Appendix 

A.). Four phenotypic classifications are possible: essential (ES), growth defective (GD), 

neutral (NE), and growth advantage (GA). Figure 2.3 provides a visual example of the 

four phenotypic classifications found within a selected region of the RLV3841 genome.
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Figure 2.2 Insertion sequencing template for the Ion Torrent PGM. The schematic of 

prepared sequencing template indicating the origin of all elements within the read. The 

total read length is approximately 187 bp in length, as MmeI has a variable cut length of 

20-21 bp.
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Ins: Insertions Observed, Ref: Reference 'TA' motifs, Gene: Gene Annotation

Figure 2.3 IGViewer image of RLV3841 NE, ES, GD, and GA regions. growth-

defective, neutral, and growth-advantage regions of the RLV3841 genome. Analyzing the

total number of insertions mapped to each potential mariner insertion site using the Tn-

HMM python module allows each gene to be placed in one of four phenotypic classes: 

ES, GD, NE, GA. In this experiment the phenotype refers to the ability to grow on TY 

medium. Data visualization was obtained using Integrative Genomics Viewer software. 

The Materials and Methods section 2.2.6, provides more details on the process of 

assigning phenotypic classifications.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 pSAM_Rl and transposition frequency within the Rhizobiaceae

A map of the pSAM_Rl construct is shown in Figure 2.1, with restriction enzyme sites 

used for cloning indicated. The pSAM_Rl construct was maintained in E. coli strain 

SM10λpir as this strain harbours both the λpir gene, required for the replication of R6Kƴ

oriR, and tra genes integrated into the chromosome, required for conjugative transfer via 

the plasmid borne RP4-oriT. Transposition frequency of the pSAM_Rl mariner 

transposon was measured after conjugative transfer of the pSAM_Rl suicide vector from 

E. coli SM10λpir into R. leguminosarum, S. meliloti, and A. tumefaciens. Transposition 

frequency was highest in RLV3841, yielding an average of 2.01 x 10−4 transposon 

mutants per recipient cell. The frequencies of transposition in A. tumefaciens and S. 

meliloti were observed to be 8.04 x 10−5 and 2.54 x 10−5 mutants per recipient cells, 

respectively (Figure 2.4).

2.3.2 Analysis of pSAM_Rl transposition in the RLV3841 genome

Analysis of pSAM_Rl transposon insertion was performed using three independently 

screened pools of ~1.9 × 106 transposon mutants. Mutants were grown for approximately 

16 generations (48 hours) on TY basal medium. The mutants were collected en masse and

the 15–16 bp of genomic DNA adjacent to the transposon insertion was sequenced using 

a modified INSeq  method on the Ion Torrent PGM. Transposon insertion sequences from

the three replicate samples were then pooled and aligned onto the RLV3841 genome, 

resulting in 2,319,239 usable Tn-tags  for analysis with the Tn-HMM python module 

[46]. From in silico analysis it was calculated that 140,056 potential mariner transposon 

insertion sites existed within the RLV3841 genome. Of these, 116,544 unique transposon 
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insertions were observed in the composite data collected from the three pSAM_Rl mutant

pools grown on TY agar. This corresponded to an overall insertion density of 83% in the 

RLV3841 genome, with insertion density across the seven replicons ranged from 68% to 

88% (Table 2.3). The mean read count per mariner insertion site, observed to have a 

transposon insert, ranged from 18.6 to 22.1 sequence reads per insertion across all 

replicons with the median read count per insertion ranging from 10.0 to 13.0 reads per 

insertion (Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.4 pSAM_Rl frequency of transposition in three genus of Rhizobiaceae. 

Donor and recipient were in a ratio of 2:1 spotted on basal medium and incubated for 

24hrs. Selection of transposition was performed using antibiotic markers for each strain 

in conjunction with antibiotic selection of the transposon in triplicate. Frequencies are 

expressed as the ratio of neomycin resistant colonies/total colonies, standardized to 1 

million recipient cells, with error bars indicating the standard error of the mean.
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2.3.3 Distribution of phenotypic classes throughout the RLV3841 genome

Each RLV3841 replicon was analyzed using the Tn-HMM python module [46] to classify

genes based on the observed density of Tn insertions in each gene within the mixed 

mutant cell population. For example, a gene which had no detectable Tn insertion sites 

from the pooled mutant DNA suggests cells carrying a mutation in this gene were not 

maintained in the population. These genes are described as conferring an essential 

phenotype. The procedure is described in greater detail in Materials and Methods.

The seven replicons of RLV3841 were analyzed separately to account for variations in 

mean read depth, insertion density, and median read count between the replicons that may

have been a result of their independent replication within the cell. Across all replicons 

89.5% of the genes were observed to have a neutral or negligible impact on the ability of 

RLV3841 to grow on TY medium when disrupted by the transposon (Table 2.4). Genes 

identified as conferring a phenotype classification of essential, growth-defective, and 

growth-advantage were observed to represent 5.6%, 4.0%, and 0.1% of the genes within 

the genome, respectively. Within the genome, 27 genes contained no TA transposon 

insertions sites and as such could not be assigned to a growth effect state. However, this 

represents only 0.37% of the total predicted genes within the genome (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.3 Summary of pSAM_Rl transposition in R. leguminosarum on TY

Replicon
Size
(bp)

GC
%

Gene
Number

Potential
Insertions

Observed
Insertions

Insertion
DensityA

Mean Read
CountB

Median Read
CountC

Chrom 5057142 61.10 4800 89660 73375 0.82 20.46 13.00

RL12 870021 61.00 790 14845 13122 0.88 18.57 12.00

RL11 684202 61.00 644 12456 10964 0.88 19.97 13.00

RL10 488135 59.60 471 10003 8470 0.85 17.19 10.00

RL9 352782 61.00 313 6359 5453 0.86 19.65 13.00

RL8 147463 58.70 142 3118 2702 0.87 17.96 11.00

RL7 151546 57.60 186 3615 2458 0.68 22.09 12.00

Genome 7751291 60.00 7346 140056 116544 0.83 19.41 12.00
AInsertion Density is the fration of all 'TA' insertions sites with reads aligned 
BMean Read Count is the mean read depth at 'TA' sites with reads aligned
CMedain Read Count is the median number of reads mapped to 'TA' sites with reads aligned
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Table 2.4 Summary of Phenotypic Classes of Genes Across the Rlv3841 Genome on 
TY

Replicon Mapped Reads

Genes per StatesA

ES GD NE GA No ‘TA’B

Chrom 1501032 317 272 4176 35 17
pRL12 243699 8 3 774 3 2
pRL11 218944 15 9 614 3 3
pRL10 145621 15 3 447 3 3
pRL09 107144 7 1 305 0 0
pRL08 48512 3 1 137 1 0
pRL07 54287 44 8 124 8 2

AGenes were designated to a phenotypic class based on the state most frequently observed in the TA sites
within the boundaries of an annotated gene, except in the case of essential genes which could also have
been assigned to the ES state if they contained a stretch of ES TA sites that was statistically significant
based on the extreme value distribution. Please refer to the Materials and Methods section 2.2.6 for more
detail.
BGenes lacking TA motifs.
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2.3.4 Examples of essential genes within the RLV3841 genome

The defined phenotypic class of several house-keeping genes involved in ATP synthesis, 

cell division, DNA replication, and RNA transcription are summarized in Table 2.5. 

Additionally, Table 2.5 summarizes the plasmid associated replication genes for each of 

the 6 plasmids contained in the RLV3841 genome that are required for plasmid 

replication during cell division. From previous analysis [17], genes known to be required 

for growth on TY medium are also summarized at the end of Table 2.5 with their 

phenotypic nature, as determined by the 4 phenotypic classes, reported by the Tn-HMM 

software.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Transposon mutagenesis with pSAM_Rl in RLV3841

The results confirm that a mariner class transposon can be used to mutagenize selected 

species within the family Rhizobiaceae at a high frequency. In the case of RLV3841, it 

was observed that this frequency of mutagenesis was high enough to generate saturating 

libraries of transposon insertion mutants. We were able to generate transposon mutant 

libraries that saturated the RLV3841 genome with an insertion density of 0.88, which is 

higher then the insertion density of 0.54 for the M. tuberculosis data set used for 

validation of the HMM [46]. This suggests that the combination of mariner based 

transposon insertion sequencing with the Bayesian based HMM analysis would yield 

accurate and comprehensive results. Future studies could increase the read depth to 

increase confidence in the analysis, particularly in resolving the phenotypic 

classifications of essential and growth defective.
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Table 2.5 Selected Genes in RLV3841 Cultured on TY with Tn Insertions Substan-
tially Below Expected Levels.

Locus Gene Gene annotation
Potential

insertionsA
Insertion
densityB

Mean
read

countC
Phenotypic

ClassD

Selected chromosomal house keeping genes
RL0924 atpI Putative ATP synthase I 4 0.000 0.000 ES

RL0925 atpB F0F1 ATP synthase subunit A 12 0.083 1.000 ES

RL0926 atpC F0F1 ATP synthase subunit C 7 0.000 0.000 ES

RL0927 atpG F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
B'

7 0.000 0.000 ES

RL0928 atpF F0F1 ATP synthase subunit B 4 0.000 0.000 ES

RL4405 atpC F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
Epsilon

3 0.333 1.000 ES

RL4407 atpD F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
Beta

23 0.043 1.000 ES

RL4408 atpG F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
Gamma

12 0.083 1.000 ES

RL4409 atpA F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
Alpha

22 0.000 0.000 ES

RL4410 atpH F0F1 ATP synthase subunit 
Delta

8 0.125 1.000 ES

RL4412 priA Primosome assembly protein 
PriA

23 0.261 4.000 GD

RL3408 dnaG DNA primase 23 0.000 0.000 ES

RL3298 ftsZ Cell division protein FtsZ 9 0.000 0.000 ES

RL3299 ftsA Putative cell division protein 
FtsA

12 0.083 1.000 ES

RL3300 ftsQ Putative cell division protein 
FtsQ

14 0.000 0.000 ES

RL3308 ftsW Putative cell division protein 
FtsW

13 0.000 1.000 ES

RL3965 ftsH Putative cell division protein 
FtsH

19 0.105 1.500 ES

RL2515 gyrB DNA topoisomerase IV sub-
unit B

26 0.115 9.333 ES

RL2401 gyrA DNA gyrase subunit A 34 0.059 1.000 ES

RL1723 dnaE DNA polymerase III subunit 
Alpha

51 0.078 1.000 ES

RL4697 dnaE Putative DNA polymerase III
subunit Alpha

76 0.961 23.562 NE

RL0334 dnaN DNA polymerase III subunit 
Beta

14 0.071 1.000 ES

RL2099 recJ Putative single-stranded-
DNA-specific exonuclease

17 0.294 3.800 GD

RL1766 rpoB DNA-directed RNA poly-
merase subunit Beta

64 0.016 1.000 ES

RL1767 rpoC Putative DNA-directed RNA 
polymerase subunit Beta'

61 0.066 1.750 ES

RL1798 rpoA Putative DNA-directed RNA 12 0.000 0.000 ES
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polymerase subunit Alpha

RL0059 - Putative ATP-dependant hel-
icase

18 0.778 21.714 NE

RL0582 - Putative ATP-dependant hel-
icase

39 0.949 18.730 NE

RL1551 dnaC Putative replicative DNA hel-
icase

24 0.042 24.000 ES

Selected plasmid borne genes
pRL120001 repA Putative replication protein A 21 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL120002 repB Putative replication protein B 9 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL120003 repC Putative replication protein C 13 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL110001 repA Putative replication protein A 25 0.040 1.000 ES

pRL110002 repB Putative replication protein B 16 0.063 1.000 ES

pRL110003 repC Putative replication protein C 15 0.067 1.000 ES

pRL100001 repA Putative RepA replication 
protein

19 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL100002 repB Putative RepB replication 
protein

6 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL100003 repC Putative RepC replication 
protein

22 0.045 1.000 ES

pRL90001 repA Putative replication partition-
ing protein

30 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL90002 repB Putative replication partition-
ing protein

19 0.053 1.000 ES

pRL90003 repC Putative replication initiation 
protein RepC

15 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL80001 repA Putative replication protein 
RepA

38 0.000 0.000 ES

pRL80002 repB Putative replication protein 
RepB

23 0.043 1.000 ES

pRL80003 repC Putative replication initiation 
protein RepC

28 0.036 1.000 ES

pRL70092 repA Putative replication protein 34 0.529 1.722 GD

pRL70093 repB Putative replication protein B 22 0.455 1.100 GD

pRL70094 repC Putative replication initiation 
protein RepC

33 0.455 1.200 GD

Previously experimentally confirmed genes with a TY- defective phenotype
RL4692 ctpA Putative carboxy-terminal 

processing protease precursor
14 0.429 5.500 GD

RL3501 - Conserved hypothetical 
membrane protein

42 0.667 3.107 GD

RL2815 fabF2 3-Oxoacyl acyl carrier pro-
tein synthase

11 0.364 1.000 GD

RL1375 phaD
2

Putative Na+/H+ antiporter 
subunit D

26 0.192 1.400 GD

Examples of genes with higher than expected Tn insertionsE

RL0868 - Putative lipid A oxidase 16 1.000 113.688 GA

RL2661 - Putative transmembrane 
component of ABC transport-

13 1.000 62.846 GA
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er

RL0684 - Putative transmembrane pro-
tein

27 0.963 64.346 GA

APotential insertions is the number of 'TA' nucleotide motifs within the gene

BInsertion density is the fraction of 'TA' sites that were observed to have a Tn insertion

CMean read count is the mean number of Tn insertions across all 'TA' sites with a Tn insertion

D Genes were designated to a phenotypic class based on the state most frequently observed in the TA sites 
within the boundaries of an annotated gene, except in the case of essential genes which could also have 
been assigned to the ES state if they contained a stretch of ES TA sites that was statistically significant 
based on the extreme value distribution. Please refer to the Materials and Methods section for more detail.
EThree genes with the phenotypic classification of Growth-advantage were included to provide context to 
the insertional densities and mean read count of the Growth-advantage state compared to the essential state 
classification
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Based on the data there was no observed bias of mariner transposon insertion across the 

RLV3841 chromosome and plasmids, suggesting that the transposon inserts randomly 

and therefore should be suitable for reliable whole-genome screening approaches. 

Analysis of read depth showed that there was also little bias in mean read-count per 

insertion, except in the case of pRL7, which was slightly higher than the other replicons. 

This might be a result of pRL7 being maintained at a higher copy number than the other 

megaplasmids and chromosome, and so sampling of the mutant pool DNA would results 

in a higher sampling of pRL7 transposon insertion tags than the other plasmids or 

chromosome. When the increase in mean read counts is taken into consideration with the 

insertion density, it appears that although the higher copy number of pRL7 resulted in a 

higher mean read depth, it did not increase the insertions density, suggesting that the 

saturation of pRL7 had reached a plateau and an increased presence of pRL7 did not 

result in a corresponding increase in the number of unique insertions sites.

2.4.2 Analysis of RLV3841 INSeq using an HMM

Analysis of the TY INSeq data set with the Tn-HMM analysis package assigned accurate 

phenotypic classification to several genes predicted to be essential housekeeping genes 

necessary for growth under normal conditions. The analysis showed that insertions in 

genes required for ATP synthesis were absent in the mutant pools. These genes are 

expected to be essential due to their central role in metabolism and their designation as 

essential in this assay supports the validity of using the MmeI-adapted mariner in 

conjunction with the HMM analysis as our INSeq methodology. Furthermore, visual 

investigation of the transposon insertion density around the region encoding the ATP 

synthase genes revealed a high insertion density leading up to and after the genes, further 
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supporting the conclusion that the technique is robust and can discern regions with 

essential genes from those of other states at a high resolution.

In a few instances, a gene expected to be essential for viability was observed to be 

neutral. For example, RL4697 is annotated as a putative DNA polymerase III alpha sub-

unit, and is therefore predicted to be required for proper DNA polymerase function; 

however, the gene was classified in the neutral category with 96.1% of all potential ‘TA’ 

insertion sites observed to have Tn insertions. A plausible explanation is that RL4697 

may be mis-annotated or redundant, as RL1723, another DNA polymerase III alpha 

subunit, was observed to be essential (Table 2.5). This highlights another potential use of 

INSeq in the Rhizobiaceae for validation and quality improvement of publicly available 

genome annotations.

Five of the megaplasmids in the RLV3841 genome were observed to have a set of 3 

plasmid replication genes that the INSeq approach identified as essential for plasmid 

replication and maintenance. The exception was pRL7 which has two sets of replication 

genes [68] and therefore functional redundancy may have complicated the classification 

of the pRL7 rep genes into the phenotypic classes. The classification of the rep genes on 

each plasmid as essential provides further validation of the INSeq method. Tn insertion 

within a replication locus would result in the loss of the plasmid from the mutant cell 

populations harvested for DNA extraction and INSeq DNA sequencing. This result 

highlights the value of the INSeq approach in the genetic characterization of novel 

plasmids, as the method is able to identify plasmid encoded genes that are required for 

plasmid replication and maintenance. Furthermore the method can identify plasmid-
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encoded genes that provide a fitness advantage to the host under specific growth 

conditions based on an observed low Tn insertion density. However, the limitation that 

duplications of genes on the chromosome and plasmid cannot be properly analyzed, 

because reads are only mapped if one unique mapping location exists, meaning duplicates

will both appear as essential, should be considered.

The genes from previously described mutants with growth defects on TY medium were 

also examined. Previous work identified several genes that are important for growth on 

TY medium [17]. The results produced by the INSeq analysis of RLV3841 grown on TY 

medium correlated well with the previously published results. For example, the four TY 

related genes (RL4692, RL3501, RL2815, and RL1375) were all observed to result in a 

GD or ES phenotype after ~16 generations of growth, which is in agreement that the  

interruption of these genes via mutagenesis will result in a growth defective phenotype 

that will eventually converge on essential given further generations of growth under 

selection on TY.

2.5 Conclusions of Chapter 2

The construction and validation of the mariner pSAM_Rl transposon delivery vector as a 

transposon insertion sequencing tool for use in the Rhizobiziaceae will provide an 

opportunity for researchers in the Rhizobiaceae community to use a new high-throughput 

genetic screening approach. There are many research opportunities within the 

Rhizobiaceae that could be examined using the INSeq methodology. For example, use of 

an INSeq approach in Rhizobium to study genes required for rhizosphere colonization and

plant infection will help to understand the competition problem observed in inoculant 

strains, by not only identifying new essential rhizosphere colonization genes, but also 
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identifying mutations that provide a phenotypic growth advantage. Furthermore, the use 

of INSeq could be used to fully elucidate catabolic pathways, if saturating mutant pools 

were grown on minimal medium given a single carbon source, and contrasted with the 

results of similar experiments on rich media.
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3.0 INSERTION SEQUENCING OF RLV3841 ON VMM AND COMPARISON TO 
INSERTION SEQUENCING ON TY MEDIUM
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3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Conditionally essential genomes

A fundamental question to be answered in the post genomic era is what is the minimum 

genetic requirement for the survival of  a bacterium. Distinguishing between genes that 

are essential for growth under a specific condition, and the genes that are required for 

growth under all conditions, is an important criteria when evaluating this question. 

Several studies have examined the conditionally essential genome of various microbes 

under specific growth conditions using a transposon insertion sequencing methodology 

[29, 31, 36, 40, 42, 44, 47, 69, 70]. In these studies, an organism’s genome is screened for

the total compliment of genes required for growth under a specific condition, resulting in 

the conditionally essential genome. While this is a powerful tool for identifying potential 

conditionally essential genes, analysis of genes required by an organism across multiple 

treatments is often not performed, or overlooked in analysis. Understanding the core set 

of genes that are required for growth across multiple environments is fundamentally an 

important question as it begins to answer what the minimum complement of genes 

required for life contains.

3.1.2 The concept of a core functional genome

Analysis of conditionally essential genomes has thus far overlooked how multiple 

essential genomes, as defined by high-throughput genetic screening, overlap to reveal a 

'core functional genome.'  A core functional genome would be composed of the genes 

required for growth across multiple selective growth conditions. Cross referencing the 

essential genome for growth on a minimally defined medium, and a complex medium, 

may help to elucidate the core functional genome of a bacterium. For this purpose, TY 
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and VMM were selected as contrasting growth conditions for determining the core 

functional genome of RLV3841.

3.1.3 The TY-growth impaired phenotype

The ability of particular Rhizobium mutants to grow on VMM, but unable to grow 

normally on TY has been deemed the TY-growth impaired phenotype. Previous work has 

used the TY-growth impaired phenotype as a screen to isolate mutants with defective cell 

envelopes. It was observed that of nine Tn5 mutants isolated with the TY-growth 

impaired phenotype, over 50% of the mutated genes were involved in functions related to

the cell envelope [71]. The major difficulty with identifying the mechanism for the TY-

growth impaired phenotype is the pleiotropic nature of the phenotype. Therefore, the 

phenotype may be the result of deficiencies in several different cell systems. However, it 

has been hypothesized that specific mechanisms may exist that explain the TY-growth 

impaired phenotype. The first general mechanism was that impaired growth on TY was 

due to defects in amino acid catabolism, as the major carbon and energy source in TY is 

amino acids. The second potential mechanism for the TY-growth impaired phenotype 

involves the  chelating of divalent cations by bioactive peptides, as binding of these 

cations would destabilize lipopolysaccharide molecules in the outer-membrane, and 

thereby destabilize the outer-membrane in mutants with defective cell envelopes. In 

general though, due to the pleiotropic nature of the TY-growth impaired phenotype, there 

are likely other mechanisms that could result in the same phenotype.

3.1.4 Objectives of chapter 3

The two objectives of this study are to: 1) complete a second INSeq experiment to screen 

for genes required for growth on VMM; and 2) cross reference this dataset with the 
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previously described dataset for genes required for growth on TY medium (Chapter 2) to 

define the core functional genome of RLV3841.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Bacterial strains, growth conditions and plasmids

The bacterial strains, plasmids, and routine growth conditions used in this study are 

presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

3.2.2 Generating transposon mutant libraries and mutant screening

Transposon mutant libraries of RLV3841 were generated as described in section 2.2.4. 

For screening of the mutant libraries, 1000 μL of resuspended mutant libraries were 

plated equally across 2 separate 245 x 245 mm2 (Corning) Neo + Str VMM agar plates, in

triplicate for a total of six plates, and then incubated at 30 °C for ~72 h. 

Because generation times of RLV3841 are slower on VMM than TY (C. Yost, personal 

communication), incubation of the mutant pools on VMM for selection of genes that 

when mutated would impair growth was increased from 48 h in the TY INSeq to 72 h in 

the VMM INSeq. This resulted in the growth on the selection plates to grow beyond a 

thin faint film. To compensate for the potential increase in cell number, each plate was 

scraped and resuspended in 5 mL of 1X PBS, vortexed thoroughly to homogenize the 

cells, and then 1000 μL aliquot of each cell suspension was used for cell pelleting and 

DNA isolation, as described in section 2.2.4. 

3.2.3 Transposon insertion tag sequencing and bioinformatic preparation

Transposon insertion tags were prepared for sequencing, and sequenced, in 3 independent

technical replicates. The method used for library preparation and sequencing was 
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identical to section 2.2.5. The final library concentration of the 3 stock library 

preparations was 1.29, 1.21, and 1.39 ng/μL after size selection. DNA sequencing was 

performed on the Ion Torrent PGM using 200bp sequencing chemistry and a 316v2 

sequencing chip. The raw sequence output for the 3 technical replicates after reanalyzing 

with quality filtering removed was 1.4, 1.1, and 1.1 M reads, respectively. The 3 technical

replicates were pooled for a combined total of 3.6 million and were analyzed with the 

Rhizobium INSeq pipeline described in section 2.2.6. This resulted in a total of 2,374,819

reads being aligned onto the RLV3841 reference genome, after quality filtering and 

discarding of unaligned reads. The .wig formatted files generated where then used for 

HMM analysis.

3.2.4 HMM analysis of the VMM INSeq data

Initial analysis of the VMM INSeq data resulted in 66.98% of TA insertion locations on 

the chromosome being assigned to the ES category. Analysis of the INSeq data from 

growth on TY resulted in 6.91% of ‘TA’ insertion locations within the genome being 

assigned to the ES category. This difference of 60% in the output of the HMM after 

analysis of the VMM data was suspected to be the result of an experimental artifact in the

VMM data set. Subsequently it was determined that 3 chromosomal genes (Table 3.1) 

had a disproportionately high mean read depth, and this was causing the model to distort 

the thresholds for each state to a higher than realistic mean read depth. To correct for this 

in the HMM analysis, the TA insertion locations within the annotated gene boundaries for

the 3 genes were removed from the sequence of TA locations in the VMM 

chromosomal .wig file. The chromosomal data was then reanalyzed with the HMM and 

10.67% of the TA motifs on the chromosome were classified in the ES state.
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3.2.5 Comparison of the TY and VMM INSeq datasets

Riley functional classes were developed by Dr. Monica Riley as a method for 

categorizing gene products, and were used in this study as annotation in the published 

RLV3841 genome [11]. To append the Riley functional information to the two INSeq 

datasets for overlapping gene states and functional groupings custom python scripts and 

MS Excel were used. Briefly, a custom python script  'riley_script.py' (Appendix B) was 

used to take the Riley functional categories assigned to each locus, and was merged with 

a two column simplified version of the locus state output from the 'tn-hmm.py' python 

package [46]. The resulting output file included the four columns: 1) locus number; 2) 

locus state; 3) Riley key; and 4) Riley functional group; which could then be merged into 

the complete output of the 'tn-hmm.py' output file in Excel. The datasets were sorted by 

phenotypic state, counted, and compared between treatments. Some loci were not 

assigned to a Riley function category because they did not have entries in the Riley key; 

this is likely because their locus numbers were replicates of already assigned locus 

numbers, but with a letter appended (i.e. pRL100022 and pRL100022A). These 

unassigned loci were identified in the NCBI database for the annotations and assigned to 

the Riley functional group that best described them.

To determine the number of genes required for growth exclusively on TY or VMM, and 

the core functional genome (genes required for normal growth on TY and VMM) a 

custom python script 'ES and GD counter.py' was used (Appendix B). The script reads the

locus state information from the merged output of the tn-hmm.py package and the Riley 

functional data for RLV3841 into a 2 dimensional array with locus number, TY state, 

VMM state, Riley key, and functional group, in columns 0, 8, 16, 17, and 18, 
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respectively. The ‘ES and GD counter.py’ algorithm then sorts and counts the number of 

genes per functional group within each of the 3 growth impaired phenotypes (TY & 

VMM growth impaired, and the core functional genome), using the phenotypic state of 

each gene in both growth conditions. For example, if a gene is designated ES for growth 

on TY, and designated GD for growth on VMM, it would be classified as part of the core 

functional genome because of the growth impaired phenotype observed under both 

growth conditions; alternatively, if a gene was designated ES for growth on TY, and NE 

for growth on VMM, it would be classified as belonging to the TY-growth impaired 

category. After counting and parsing the counts for each growth phenotype, the script 

outputs the counts per Riley functional group in three separate .csv files. The counts per 

functional class in the output .csv files were then binned manually in Excel according to 

the groupings reported in [11].
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Table 3.1 Summary of VMM INSeq Outliers

Locus Gene Annotation Riley Key
Functiona

l Class

Potential
Insertion

s

Insertio
n

Density

Mean ReadA

Count/Insertio
n

Gene
State

Start
Position

Stop
Position Length

RL1845putative exported 
ErfK/YbiS/YhnG 
family protein

0.0.1 Conserved 
in E. coli

16 1.000 2714.750 GA 1936852 1937865 1013

RL1846putative two 
component 
response 
regulator 
transcriptional 
regulatory protein

6.1.2 Response 
Regulator

22 0.864 8361.421 GA 1937961 1938620 659

RL1542hypothetical 
protein

0.0.2 Conserved 
in other 
organism 
than E. coli

6 1.000 5376.500 GA 1609380 1609856 476

AMean read count/insertion for the chromosome of RLV3841 on VMM was 19.50
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Table 3.2 Summary of pSAM_Rl transposition in R. leguminosarum on VMM

Replico
n

Size
(bp) GC%

Gene
Number

Potential
Insertions

Observed
Insertions

Insertion
DensityA

Mean
Read

CountB

Median
Read

CountC

Chrom 5057142 61.10 4800 89660 69700 0.78 19.15 11.00
RL12 870021 61.00 790 14845 12740 0.86 17.72 11.00
RL11 684202 61.00 644 12456 10620 0.85 23.76 11.00
RL10 488135 59.60 471 10003 8212 0.82 16.05 9.00
RL9 352782 61.00 313 6359 5273 0.83 17.44 11.00
RL8 147463 58.70 142 3118 2625 0.84 14.78 9.00
RL7 151546 57.60 186 3615 2346 0.65 28.03 9.00

Genome 7751291 60.00 7346 140056 111516 0.80 19.56 10.14
AInsertion Density is the fration of all 'TA' insertions sites with reads aligned to
BMean Read Count is the mean read depth at 'TA' sites with reads aligned to
CMedain Read Count is the median number of reads mapped to 'TA' sites with reads aligned to
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Transposition and INSeq summary for growth on VMM

An INSeq assay was performed on RLV3841 with the MmeI-adapted mariner transposon,

pSAM_Rl, described in Materials and Methods 2.2, on VMM for ~18-25 generations (72 

h) of selection. Insertion densities of the transposon within the genome ranged from 0.65 

to 0.86 across the replicons, with an average insertion density of 0.80 (Table 3.2), which 

was near identical to the density of 0.83 observed in the TY dataset.  Analysis of the 

INSeq data with the tn-hmm.py HMM revealed that 8.55% and 2.76% of genes when 

interrupted resulted in an ES or GD growth phenotype, respectively (Table 3.3). As GD 

genes would presumably be lost from the mutant population given sufficient generations 

of growth, the distinction between ES and GD is arbitrary, and as such genes in the ES or 

GD state were pooled into one class: growth impaired. It was observed that 11.31% of 

genes in the RLV3841 genome resulted in a growth impaired phenotype on VMM when 

interrupted with a transposon insertion. Conversely, 87.35% of genes were observed to 

have no impact on growth, and 1.20% of genes became over-represented, or GA, when 

interrupted by a transposon insertion (Table 3.3).

3.3.2 RLV3841 core functional genome

A summary of the genes belonging to each growth phenotype can be seen in Figure 3.1. 

For a functional comparison of the 3 growth phenotypes, genes were also grouped by 

Riley functional classification (Figure 3.2). The core functional genome was observed to 

have 5 major groups: conserved hypothetical proteins, macromolecule synthesis and 

metabolism, energy metabolism, cell envelope, and ribosome constituents; constituting, 

9.30, 17.25, 9.96, 9.30, and 11.05% of the core genome, respectively. The VMM-growth 
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impaired phenotype was observed to have 3 major functional groups of growth impaired 

genes: metabolism of amino acids, biosynthesis of co-factors and carriers, and nucleotide 

biosynthesis; representing,  17.05, 14.20, and 11.36% of genes, respectively. For the TY 

exclusive growth impaired phenotype, the 3 major groups of growth impaired genes were

observed to be conserved hypothetical proteins, macromolecule synthesis and 

metabolism, and cell envelope, with 27.03, 13.51, and 16.22% of growth impaired genes, 

respectively (Figure 3.2).
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Table 3.3 Summary of Phenotypic Classes of Genes Across the RLV3841 Genome 
selected for growth on VMM

Replicon
Mapped
Reads

Genes per StatesA

ES GD NE GA No 'TA'B

Chrom 1568435 520 172 4054 54 17

pRL12 225750 11 9 757 11 2

pRL11 252328 22 4 611 4 3

pRL10 131786 16 7 430 15 3

pRL09 91954 11 1 299 2 0

pRL08 38797 4 0 138 0 0

pRL07 65769 44 10 128 2 2
AGenes were designated to a phenotypic class based on the state most frequently observed in the TA sites 
within the boundaries of an annotated gene, except in the case of essential genes which could also have 
been assigned to the ES state if they contained a stretch of ES TA sites that was statistically significant 
based on the extreme value distribution. Please refer to the Materials and Methods section for more detail.
BGenes lacking TA motifs. 
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Figure 3.1 Venn diagram of GI genes observed for growth on TY and VMM media. 

Genes observed to result in a growth defective or essential growth phenotype in 

RLV3841 when interrupted by a transposon event were grouped and deemed to result in a

growth impaired phenotype. The two groups of genes resulting in TY and VMM growth 

impaired phenotypes were then cross referenced to identify the number of genes that 

resulted in a growth impaired phenotype under both growth conditions, and was deemed 

the core functional genome.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of the core functional genome, TY growth impaired, and 

VMM growth impaired gene sets. Growth impaired genes were annotated with their 

Riley functional classifications and then grouped into bins in line with Young et al. 

(2009) for comparison between the 3 growth impaired phenotypes, and have the total 

number of genes in each class reported.
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3.3.3 TY-growth impaired/VMM-growth neural genes

Cross referencing of the TY and VMM INSeq data sets revealed 72 candidate genes that 

when interrupted with a transposon insertion, resulted in a neutral VMM-growth 

phenotype but a growth impaired TY phenotype (Table 3.4). A summary of chromosomal 

genes that were previously experimentally validated to exhibit a TY-growth impaired, but

VMM-growth neutral, phenotype when mutated is presented in Table 3.5.

3.3.4 The RLV3841 core plasmid growth impaired/stability genes

INSeq data analysis of each of the RLV3841 megaplasmids was performed independently

using the tn-hmm.py HMM analysis module. Because it cannot be determined if a 

plasmid borne gene with a growth impaired phenotype is affecting growth of the cell, or 

replication and stability of a plasmids, plasmid borne genes that appear to be growth 

impaired are deemed plasmid growth impaired/stability genes (PGIS). The core set of 

PGIS genes carried by the plasmids was determined by pooling genes that exhibited a 

plasmid growth impaired/stability phenotype under both TY and VMM selective 

conditions. All megaplasmids were observed to have a single core set of replication 

proteins, designated under macromolecule synthesis and metabolism for pRL7-11 and 

under cell processes for pRL12, that were observed to be classified as growth impaired 

(Figure 3.3). All plasmids were observed to have less than 25 PGIS genes except for 

pRL7. The PGIS genes of pRL7 were composed of 51 genes across 8 functional groups, 

of which 52%  were designated as foreign DNA (Figure 3.3).
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Table 3.4  Summary of Candidate TY-/VMM+ Growth Phenotype Genes

Locus

VMM TnSeq TY TnSeq

N ES GD NE GA
Avg.

Insertions
Avg.

Reads
State
CallA N ES GD NE GA

Avg.
Insertions

Avg.
Reads

State
CallA

RL1562 9 2 0 7 0 0.556 14.800 NE 9 3 0 6 0 0.556 16.400 ES

RL2307 4 0 2 2 0 0.750 5.667 NE 4 0 3 1 0 0.750 10.000 GD

RL1618A 17 0 0 17 0 1.000 9.824 NE 17 0 17 0 0 0.647 2.182 GD

RL1527 2 0 0 2 0 1.000 24.000 NE 2 0 2 0 0 1.000 3.500 GD

RL4716 18 0 0 11 7 1.000 37.167 NE 18 0 17 1 0 0.611 6.545 GD

RL2577 5 0 0 5 0 1.000 3.000 NE 5 5 0 0 0 0.600 1.000 ES

RL2641 9 0 0 9 0 0.667 14.000 NE 9 0 8 1 0 0.556 5.800 GD

RL2142 17 0 0 17 0 0.706 13.333 NE 17 3 0 14 0 0.647 17.545 ES

RL4503 4 0 0 4 0 0.750 3.000 NE 4 0 3 1 0 1.000 4.750 GD

RL0109 8 0 0 8 0 0.750 8.500 NE 8 0 8 0 0 0.250 2.500 GD

RL2625 15 0 0 15 0 0.800 9.083 NE 15 0 15 0 0 0.467 3.714 GD

RL4016 5 0 1 4 0 0.800 27.500 NE 5 0 5 0 0 0.000 0.000 GD

RL0890 16 0 0 16 0 0.813 19.538 NE 16 8 0 8 0 0.500 13.750 ES

RL2086 6 0 0 6 0 0.833 5.800 NE 6 0 6 0 0 0.500 1.333 GD

RL1528 11 0 0 11 0 0.909 14.300 NE 11 0 6 5 0 0.455 7.200 GD

RL1526 11 0 0 11 0 0.909 34.900 NE 11 0 11 0 0 0.636 5.429 GD

RL3499 14 0 0 14 0 0.929 17.077 NE 14 0 14 0 0 0.500 2.286 GD

RL3761 14 1 0 13 0 0.929 13.231 NE 14 14 0 0 0 0.214 1.000 ES

RL2542 2 0 0 2 0 1.000 4.500 NE 2 0 2 0 0 0.000 0.000 GD

RL3500 18 0 0 18 0 1.000 34.889 NE 18 0 18 0 0 0.667 5.750 GD

RL0545 11 0 0 11 0 0.909 5.100 NE 11 0 11 0 0 0.455 1.600 GD

RL1372 23 0 0 23 0 0.957 10.682 NE 23 0 23 0 0 0.348 2.000 GD

RL1377 3 0 0 3 0 0.667 14.500 NE 3 0 3 0 0 0.667 2.000 GD

RL1373 4 0 0 4 0 0.750 12.000 NE 4 0 4 0 0 0.000 0.000 GD

RL1376 5 0 0 5 0 0.800 6.500 NE 5 0 5 0 0 0.200 1.000 GD

RL1375 26 0 0 26 0 0.885 11.304 NE 26 0 26 0 0 0.192 1.400 GD

RL1374 5 0 0 5 0 1.000 8.800 NE 5 0 5 0 0 0.000 0.000 GD

RL1378 7 0 0 7 0 1.000 11.714 NE 7 0 5 2 0 0.429 8.333 GD

RL0382 6 0 0 6 0 0.167 1.000 NE 6 6 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 ES

RL2964 3 0 0 3 0 1.000 15.667 NE 3 0 2 1 0 1.000 8.000 GD

RL1032 8 0 0 8 0 0.750 9.333 NE 8 0 7 1 0 0.625 7.800 GD

RL4692 14 0 0 14 0 1.000 36.857 NE 14 0 13 1 0 0.429 5.500 GD

RL1688 9 0 0 9 0 1.000 18.222 NE 9 8 0 1 0 0.222 5.000 ES

RL4732 48 4 0 44 0 0.854 6.317 NE 48 8 0 40 0 0.688 4.606 ES

RL1503 10 0 0 10 0 0.900 19.333 NE 10 0 10 0 0 0.500 2.600 GD

RLt50 4 0 0 4 0 0.000 0.000 NE 4 0 4 0 0 0.000 0.000 GD

RLt40 5 0 0 5 0 0.200 1.000 NE 5 5 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 ES

RLt24 4 0 0 4 0 0.250 2.000 NE 4 0 4 0 0 0.250 2.000 GD

RLt11 3 0 0 3 0 0.333 1.000 NE 3 0 3 0 0 1.000 2.333 GD
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RL1691 2 0 0 2 0 1.000 1.000 NE 2 0 2 0 0 0.500 1.000 GD

RL3422 4 0 0 4 0 0.750 3.333 NE 4 0 4 0 0 0.250 3.000 GD

RL0026 43 0 0 43 0 0.860 6.838 NE 43 0 29 14 0 0.814 4.829 GD

RL1740 19 0 0 19 0 0.947 19.222 NE 19 0 19 0 0 0.316 1.500 GD

RL0108 15 0 0 15 0 0.933 12.214 NE 15 0 12 3 0 0.733 4.273 GD

RL1560 17 0 0 17 0 0.706 7.500 NE 17 0 16 1 0 0.529 9.111 GD

RL2814 18 0 1 17 0 0.722 12.077 NE 18 15 3 0 0 0.167 1.333 ES

RL2815 11 0 0 11 0 0.727 16.125 NE 11 0 11 0 0 0.364 1.000 GD

RL2816 6 0 0 6 0 0.833 3.200 NE 6 0 6 0 0 0.167 1.000 GD

RL2817 10 0 0 10 0 1.000 10.100 NE 10 0 10 0 0 0.100 1.000 GD

RL0025 5 0 0 5 0 0.000 0.000 NE 5 0 5 0 0 0.400 1.000 GD

RL2576 5 0 0 5 0 0.800 1.500 NE 5 5 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 ES

RL3674 51 0 0 51 0 0.941 17.292 NE 51 0 50 1 0 0.647 3.152 GD

RL2615 5 0 0 5 0 0.000 0.000 NE 5 0 5 0 0 0.200 1.000 GD

RL1498 15 0 0 15 0 1.000 16.400 NE 15 0 15 0 0 0.267 1.250 GD

RL2248 4 2 0 2 0 0.500 4.000 NE 4 0 4 0 0 0.750 1.667 GD

RL2590 39 0 0 39 0 0.692 6.963 NE 39 39 0 0 0 0.077 2.000 ES

RL3501 42 0 0 42 0 0.786 26.667 NE 42 0 42 0 0 0.667 3.107 GD

RL1597 17 2 0 15 0 0.882 22.933 NE 17 0 16 1 0 0.824 3.357 GD

RL3502 17 0 0 17 0 0.941 12.563 NE 17 0 17 0 0 0.824 2.643 GD

RL4326 28 0 0 28 0 0.964 17.444 NE 28 0 27 1 0 0.464 7.538 GD

RL1742 11 0 0 11 0 0.818 9.222 NE 11 0 11 0 0 0.364 2.750 GD

RL3423 12 0 0 12 0 1.000 10.333 NE 12 0 12 0 0 0.583 2.286 GD

RL2775 35 0 17 18 0 0.571 7.550 NE 35 0 18 17 0 0.686 5.583 GD

RL0588 37 0 0 37 0 0.784 9.207 NE 37 0 25 12 0 0.703 7.269 GD

RL1589 20 0 0 20 0 0.900 14.056 NE 20 19 0 1 0 0.100 2.500 ES

RL4081 16 0 0 16 0 0.750 5.333 NE 16 0 15 1 0 0.313 2.200 GD

RL1382 21 0 0 21 0 0.952 9.400 NE 21 0 21 0 0 0.857 3.111 GD

RL1729 10 0 0 10 0 0.600 4.167 NE 10 0 10 0 0 0.300 1.000 GD

RL1433 14 0 0 14 0 0.786 7.091 NE 14 0 14 0 0 0.429 3.333 GD

RL0036 12 0 0 12 0 0.917 6.364 NE 12 0 12 0 0 0.167 1.000 GD

RL3429 12 0 0 12 0 0.917 15.455 NE 12 0 12 0 0 0.583 3.000 GD

RL4691 14 0 0 14 0 0.643 6.333 NE 14 0 14 0 0 0.357 1.600 GD
APhenotypic state called for each gene by the tn-hmm.py HMM analysis algorithm. Futher study is required
to validate the HMM outputs.
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Table 3.5 Summary of Previously Described TY- and VMM+ Growth Mutants

Growth on VMM Growth on TY

Locus Gene
Gene

Annotation
Potential
Insertions

Insertion
Density

Mean Read
Count/Insertion

Gene
State

Insertion
Density

Mean Read
Count/Insertion

Gene
State

RL0035 chvG Histidine kinase
sensory protein 
exoS

22 0.364 1.625 GD 0.091 1.000 ES

RL0036 chvI Putative two-
component 
response 
regulator 
transcriptional 
regulatory 
protein

12 0.917 6.364 NE 0.167 1.000 GD

RL1589 ropB Putative outer 
membrane 
protein

20 0.900 14.056 NE 0.100 2.500 ES

RL2814 fabF1 3-oxoacyl-(acyl
carrier protein) 
synthase II

18 0.722 12.077 NE 0.167 1.333 ES

RL2815 fabF2 3-oxoacyl-(acyl
carrier protein) 
synthase II

11 0.727 16.125 NE 0.364 1.000 GD

RL3499 cmdA Hypothetical 
protein

14 0.929 17.077 NE 0.500 2.286 GD

RL3500 cmdB Hypothetical 
protein

18 1.000 34.889 NE 0.667 5.750 GD

RL3501 cmdC Putative 
transmembrane 
protein

42 0.786 26.667 NE 0.667 3.107 GD

RL3502 cmdD Putative 
transmembrane 
protein

17 0.941 12.563 NE 0.824 2.643 GD

RL4692 ctpA Putative 
carboxy-
terminal 
processing 
protease 
precursor

14 1.000 36.857 NE 0.429 5.500 GD

RL1375 mrpD monovalent 
cation/H+ 
antiporter 
subunit D

26 0.885 11.304 NE 0.192 1.400 GD
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of PGIS gene sets for each mega plasmid in RLV3841 

genome. Growth impaired/plasmid stability genes observed on the plasmids in the 

RLV3841 genome were annotated with their corresponding Riley functional classification

and then grouped for comparison [11].
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3.3.5 TY and VMM plasmid growth impaired/stability genes

Across the RLV3841 accessory genome 4 genes were observed to be uniquely TY-PGIS, 

with one gene being located on pRL7 and the remainder being on pRL11 (Table 3.6). For 

VMM PGIS genes, 23 candidate genes were observed to be distributed across all 

plasmids with the exception of pRL8.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 The Rhizobium VMM growth impaired phenotype

The Rhizobium INSeq method was used to screen the genome of RLV3841 for genes that 

are required for growth on VMM media. Transposon insertion density was 3.0% lower 

than observed in the TY INSeq experiment, but was still sufficiently dense for HMM 

analysis. Three genes were extremely over represented in the final VMM INSeq data set, 

potentially due to prolonged selection on the VMM media, and had to be removed from 

the data set prior to HMM analysis. The biological reason for these 3 genes being highly 

over represented is unknown, and requires follow up studies to characterize their affect 

on Rhizobium growth on VMM media. It was observed that more genes were essential for

growth on VMM than on TY media. This seems reasonable as VMM media only provides

the cells with a single carbon source and inorganic forms of nitrogen and phosphorous. 

Therefore, cells are required to biosynthesize all amino acids, nucleotides, lipids, and 

many cofactors. As such, it is expected that more biosynthetic genes would be required 

for growth on VMM than TY, as TY is a complex media that contains several of these 

intermediates already. 

As predicted, the VMM conditionally essential genome was dominated by genes required

for biosynthesis of amino acids, cofactors and carriers, nucleotides, as well as the 
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metabolism of macromolecules and central intermediate metabolism. Two other subsets 

of essential genes, regulation and conserved hypothetical proteins were observed. In 

comparison to the TY conditionally essential genome presented in chapter 2, which 

consisted mainly of conserved hypothetical proteins and genes required for cell envelope 

biosynthesis and macromolecule metabolism, the VMM conditionally essential genome 

was twice as large and was focused primarily in biosynthetic metabolism.
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Table 3.6 Summary of Plasmid Borne TY and VMM Plasmid Growth 
Impaired/Stability Genes

Locus Gene Gene Annotation
Potential
Insertions

Insertion
Density

Mean Read
Count/InsertionState

TY Plasmid Growth Impaired/Stability Genes

pRL70134 - putative transmembrane crown gall-like
recombinase protein

59 0.542 10.438 GD

pRL110351A - hypothetical protein 10 0.600 14.667 ES
pRL110564 - putative tight adherence protein 16 0.813 20.077 ES
pRL110210 hutC putative histidine utilization 

transcriptional regulator
7 0.714 3.200 GD

VMM Plasmid Growth Impaired/Stability Genes

pRL70124 - hypothetical protein 6 0.167 3.000 GD
pRL70166 - hypothetical protein 9 0.333 6.333 ES
pRL70053 - putative transmembrane protein 16 0.688 3.364 GD
pRL90093 - hypothetical protein 7 0.143 2.000 ES
pRL90280 - hypothetical protein 6 0.500 4.333 ES
pRL90204 - putative amidase 12 0.333 11.500 ES
pRL90017 fixO putative cbb3-type cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit II
22 0.364 11.375 ES

pRL100149 - hypothetical protein 58 0.828 14.563 ES
pRL100217 - putative conjugal transfer protein 21 0.524 14.909 ES
pRL110071 - hypothetical protein 16 0.188 12.000 ES
pRL110108 - hypothetical protein 17 0.765 9.846 ES
pRL110044 - hypothetical protein 6 0.333 1.500 GD
pRL110625 cobM putative precorrin-4 c(11)-

methyltransferase
12 0.167 1.500 ES

pRL110632 cobF putative precorrin 6A synthase 15 0.267 3.750 GD
pRL120359 panC putative pantoate--beta-alanine ligase 12 0.250 2.667 GD
pRL120360 panB putative 3-methyl-2-oxobutanoate 

hydroxymethyltransferase
15 0.667 3.800 GD

pRL120210 - putative ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 
B

6 0.833 5.200 GD

pRL120205 eryB erythritol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 27 0.074 12.500 ES
pRL120206 eryC erythrulose 4-phosphate dehydrogenase 13 0.154 2.000 ES
pRL120601 - putative L-lactate dehydrogenase family

protein
9 0.556 19.200 ES

pRL120209 tpiA putative triosephosphate isomerase 8 0.375 2.333 GD
pRL120319 pvdS putative RNA polymerase sigma factor 10 0.700 6.000 GD
pRL120208 - putative deoR family transcriptional 

regulator
7 0.714 2.000 GD
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3.4.2 The composition of the RLV3841 core functional genome

To determine a core set of genes required for proper growth and replication of RLV3841, 

the two INSeq datasets from TY and VMM were cross referenced and examined for 

overlapping growth impaired genes. Based on this analysis the core functional genome 

was estimated to be 7.02% of the entire RLV3841 genome, and 10.75% of the 

chromosome. It was observed that the compliment of genes in the core functional genome

were distributed relatively evenly across the Riley functional classes. This is to be 

expected if the core functional genome represents the central genetic complement 

required for cells to function across multiple environments. Interestingly, conserved 

hypothetical proteins were observed to be the fourth largest category of genes in the core 

functional genome, suggesting that a large part of conserved cellular function remains 

undescribed in RLV3841 and related organisms. Cell envelope biosynthesis was the fifth 

largest group of genes in the core functional genome, suggesting that it may be difficult 

to specifically isolate cell envelope mutants on either VMM or TY medium as the 

majority of cell envelope genes cannot be mutated and recovered on either media. 

Another interesting finding was the observation that 10 foreign genetic elements (1 phage

related and 9 transposon related proteins; Appendix C) were implicated in the core 

functional genome. This finding suggests that laterally acquired genetic elements may 

have incorporated themselves into the central cellular process of an ancestor of RLV3841

3.4.3 The TY-growth impaired phenotype

INSeq data collected from screening on TY and VMM media was cross referenced to 

determine the genes that would result in an impaired ability to grow on TY. Previous 

work has been done to isolate TY-growth impaired mutants allowing for comparisons of 
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the genes previously described and those observed in the comparison of the INSeq 

datasets. In general, there was good concordance between the TY-growth impaired 

mutants previously characterized and those observed in the INSeq screen, with six of nine

previously characterize mutants being confirmed [19, 71]. There were, however, three 

genes that were observed to not be required for growth on TY in the INSeq data, that 

previous transposon screens had indicated were. Two plasmid borne genes, pRL80079 

and pRL80117, were both previously described as being TY-growth impaired but were 

observed to be neutral for growth on TY in the INSeq data set. The reason for this 

remains unknown. One explanation is that there may be a particular functional domain in 

both genes that is involved in the TY-growth impaired phenotype that were not 

functionally interrupted in the INSeq screening. However, this is unlikely given that there

were nine and two unique insertions sites interrupted in both genes in the TY INSeq 

experiment respectively, suggesting interruption of function was likely. The remaining 

gene found to be in disagreement was RL2975, a putative ATP-binding component of 

ABC transporter. This gene had previously been characterized as resulting in a TY-

growth impaired phenotype when interrupted via transposon mutagenesis; however, in 

the TY INSeq data, the gene was observed to have 12 unique insertion sites interrupted 

across the entire length of the gene suggesting a saturating level of mutagenesis was 

achieved with no negative phenotype observed. The reason for this disagreement is 

unknown.

Because the TY-growth impaired phenotype is pleiotropic in genetic mechanism, multiple

hypothesis were previously made to explain the potential mechanism of the phenotype. 

Interruption of amino acid metabolism was suggested as a possible mechanism of the TY-
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growth impaired phenotype, as it was hypothesized that an inability to metabolize amino 

acids on  amino acid rich media would result in an inability to assimilate carbon. In the 

INSeq screening for TY-growth impaired genes it was observed that only one gene, 

RL0108 which encodes a 3-phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyl transferase, predicted to be

involved in phenylalanine metabolism, when mutated resulted in a TY-growth impaired 

phenotype. The core genome was observed to have 31 amino acid synthesis genes 

required for growth on both VMM and TY, and the VMM-growth impaired phenotype 

was found to have 30. This is, therefore, not in support of the amino acid catabolism 

hypothesis for the mechanism of the TY-growth impaired phenotype. However, the 

ability to transport amino acids and peptides into the cell may be essential for growth on 

TY media, so they can be assimilated into the cellular metabolism. 

A second hypothesis made about the mechanism of TY growth sensitivity was that TY 

media stresses the cell envelope, and therefore cells with defective cell envelopes would 

be selected against. From the INSeq data it was observed that mutation of 12 cell 

envelope genes (6 inner membrane, 2 murein/sacculus peptidoglycan synthesis, 3 outer 

membrane proteins, and 1 gene involved in exopolysaccharide synthesis) resulted in a 

TY-growth impaired phenotype. In total, the core functional genome was observed to 

have 44 cell envelope genes, and an additional 4 cell envelope genes contribute to the 

VMM-growth impaired phenotype. Based on this it appears that isolation of transposon 

mutants deficient for growth on TY medium does not enrich for mutants with defective 

cell envelopes. This is likely because the majority of genes that result in an inability to 

grow due to cell envelope defects are the result of cell envelope genes that are part of the 

core functional genome, and are thus unable to grow on either TY or VMM medium.
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An interesting observation in the INSeq data was that TY media may enrich for mutants 

with growth impaired hypothetical proteins. It was found that 20 hypothetical proteins 

were uniquely required for normal growth on TY medium. Of these 20 hypothetical 

proteins, 6 were annotated as being conserved in E. coli, and the remaining were 

annotated as being conserved in organisms other than E. coli. Of the genes conserved in 

E. coli.  one, RL1562, was annotated as being an uncharacterized stress induced protein 

in the NCBI database; another, RL2577, was annotated as being involved in Fe-S system 

assembly; two genes, RL1527 and RL2307, had no annotation beyond hypothetical 

proteins; and the remaining two genes, RL1618A and RL4716, were annotated as 

containing a peptidoglycan binding domain and a membrane bound murein 

transglycosylase, respectively. Based on the observation that RL1562, RL1618A, and 

RL4716 were conditionally essential for growth on TY media, and their putative 

involvement in stress response and cell envelope function, it is possible that selection on 

TY is facilitated by the interruption of a conserved but uncharacterized cell envelope 

stress response pathway, that is as of yet uncharacterized. Further evidence suggesting the

the TY-growth impaired phenotype is the result of interruption in cell stress response 

pathways is seen in the growth impaired phenotype of RL0382, a putative heat shock 

response protein encoding gene, and RL2964, a putative cold shock response encoding 

genes.

The remaining 14 hypothetical proteins that are involved in the TY-growth impaired 

phenotype can be loosely grouped into the following four categories based on the 

annotated functional domains they contain in the NCBI database; 1) purely hypothetical 

proteins; 2) cluster of orthologous genes (COG) domain containing; 3) DNA replication 
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and repair related; and 4) predicted signalling peptide containing. The purely hypothetical

proteins and COG containing proteins have an unknown function, and may, in fact, not be

transcribed open reading frames. They included: the putative DNA replication and repair 

related gene RL2142, a Ku-homolog; RL2625, an ATP-binding cassette and HerA 

helicase domain containing ORF; and, RL2641, a gamma & tau DNA polymerase subunit

containing ORF. While there is no direct evidence that these genes function together, their

putative involvement in DNA repair and replication may reflect involvement in a cell 

stress response pathway, assuming the TY-growth impaired phenotype is the result of an 

impaired cell stress response. All four signalling peptide containing ORFs (RL3761, 

RL1526, RL1528, and RL2086) contained a predicted N-terminal signalling peptide 

motif, and in three cases another either domain of unknown function (DUF) or COG 

domain within the ORF. While the function of the secondary domain is unknown, the 

inclusion of a N-terminal signalling peptide often correlates with transport of a protein 

for excretion or periplasmic transport [72], so it is possible that the proteins encoded for 

by these genes are involved in cell envelope function.

3.4.4 Plasmid borne growth impaired/stability genes

Plasmid borne genes provided a unique problem to INSeq analysis, in that interruption of 

a gene on a plasmid may correspond to either an impaired growth phenotype of the cell or

an impaired ability for the plasmid to replicate or partition properly, with both outcomes 

appearing identical after analysis of the data. For this reason, it cannot be concluded if 

when a particular gene is mutated it results in a growth impaired phenotype or a plasmid 

stability impaired phenotype, making interpretation of the results without further 

investigation speculative. Therefore, genes carried by a plasmid that were observed to be 
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growth impaired were refered to as plasmid growth impaired/stability genes. Examination

of the plasmid INSeq data identifies a number of genes observed to result in an PGIS 

phenotype; yet in a few cases certain genes were paradoxically present an PGIS 

phenotype given their annotations.

 Across both growth conditions, TY and VMM, there were genes observed to consistently

result in a PGIS phenotype when mutated. As observed in chapter 2, the rep genes of 

each plasmid were essential. In the case or pRL7 the rep genes, pRL70092-4, not 

pRL70001-3 the annotated primary set, were observed to result in a PGIS phenotype, 

suggesting they are the primary mechanism of pRL7 replication under the conditions 

tested. Interestingly, three hypothetical proteins, pRL120567, pRL110276, and 

pRL100219, containing putative traA domains were also observed to be PGIS when 

mutated; and, three additional hypothetical proteins, pRL120721, pRL110276, and 

pRL10167, containing putative transcriptional regulators, were observed to also result in 

PGIS phenotype when mutated on both TY and VMM media. Based on their putative 

function, these genes may be required for the maintenance and regulation of plasmid 

replication of pRL12, pRL11, pRL10, and pRL7; however, additional experiments will be

required to investigate their exact influence on plasmid stability and replication.

Five additional genes were observed to be PGIS on TY and VMM media, that based on 

their putative predicted functions do not appear to be related to plasmid maintenance. The

first of these genes was pRL100036, a putative AAA ATPase protein, that has previously 

been shown to result in a nitrogen fixation incapable (fix-) phenotype when mutated [73].

It is unclear, however, if this fix- phenotype is the result of a function the gene plays in 
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nitrogen fixation, or instead the stability of pRL10, which if lost would alo result in a fix-

phenotype. The second gene of interest, pRL90051, is annotated as a putative galactosyl-

transferase. This gene is of particular interest as galactosyl-transferases generally catalyze

the transfer of galactose residues onto other molecules [74], which is of particular interest

given the fact that galactose is a central component of Rhizobium EPS and LPS 

molecules [71]. 

For growth on VMM, 23 genes were observed to be PGIS. Of these 23 genes, a few par-

ticular genes appear to be of interest: eight hypothetical proteins, three two-gene putative 

metabolic gene partners, and a single three-gene operon involved in erythritol catabolism 

[75]. Growth on TY media resulted in four genes that resulted in a uniquely PGIS pheno-

type. The accuracy with which the HMM analysis identified these four TY-PGIS genes is 

questionable however, as three of the genes (pRL70134, pRL110351A, pRL110564) had 

insertion densities ranging from 0.54 to 0.81, with mean read depths from 10.4 to 20.1, 

respectively. These results are similar to the insertion density and mean read depth of 

neutral genes on the respective plasmids, and it therefore may be the case that these genes

were described as PGIS by the HMM because the model did not accuractely calculate 

gene states for plasmid bourne genes (A discussion of possible reasons for this can be 

found in chapter 4, section 2). The remaining TY-PGIS gene hutC (pRL110210), a putat-

ive histidine utilization transcriptional regulator, appears to be more similar to other PGIS

genes with an insertion density of 0.71 and a mean read depth of 3.2. Furthermore, the 

fact that TY medium is a peptide rich media, and that the putative function of hutC is his-

tidine metabolism, suggests that this gene may be involved in amino acid metabolism re-

quired for growth on TY, warranting further genetic study.
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The eight hypothetical proteins observed to be PGIS on VMM were distributed across 

pRL7, 9, and 11, and contained a variety of putative functional domains including 

DUF2384 (pRL90093), molybdenum binding domain MopB_CT (pRL110044), copG 

family transcriptional regulator (pRL90280), and an antitoxin domain (pRL100010; A 

table of all putative toxin/antitoxin systems can be found in Appendix D). Because of the 

varied nature of the potential functions of these hypothetical proteins it is unlikely they 

function together in a single cellular pathway or mechanism that results in VMM-growth 

deficiency, and will require further genetic study to understand each genes independent 

role in the VMM-growth impaired phenotype. 

The 3 two-gene metabolic genes observed to be VMM-growth deficient included  cobMF

(pRL110625, pRL110632), panBC (pRL120359-60), and  eryBC (pRL120205-6). The 

two genes cobMF encoded a putative precorrin-4C(11)-methyltransferase and putative 

precorrin 6A synthase, both of which have been shown to be involved in vitamin B12, co-

balamin, synthesis in other organisms [76]. These results suggest that the central metabol-

ism of RLV3841 on VMM media may require genes involved on pRL12, but further ge-

netic studies will be required to fully characterize the roles of cobMF in cobalamin meta-

bolism in RLV3841. The next set of metabolic genes observed to be PGIS on VMM are 

panCB. Both have previously been described as belonging to a pantothenate biosynthesis 

pathway which was observed to be required for proper growth on minimal media [77], 

and further support the hypothesis that RLV3841 requires pRL12 for proper cellular 

metabolism on VMM. The final set of metabolic genes observed to be PGIS for growth 

on VMM are eryBC, belong to a previously described four gene operon eryABCD 

(pRL120204-7), which have been shown to be required for erythritol catabolism [75]. In-
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terestingly, a second previously described erythritol metabolic operon, including a deoR-

like transcriptional regulator (pRL120208), putative triosephosphate isomerase 

(pRL120209; tpiA), and putative ribose-5-phosphate isomerase (pRL120210; rpiB), was 

also observed to result in a PGIS growth phenotype when grown on VMM. In previous 

studies, it was suggested that mutation of genes within these two erythritol metabolism 

operons could result in the pooling of toxic phosphorylated metabolic intermediates, res-

ulting in mutants of these operons to be sensitive to erythritol toxicity [75, 78]. The ob-

servation that these operons result in a PGIS growth phenotype when grown on VMM, 

which contains mannitol as a sole carbon source, may suggest that these operons play a 

larger role in carbon metabolism outside of erythritol utilization, and that interruption of 

the function when RLV3841 is grown on mannitol may also lead to the accumulation of 

toxic metabolic intermediates thereby resulting in the observed PGIS phenotype. 

However, validation of these growth phenotypes needs to be performed using target 

mutagenesis, and further investigation of these operons’ roles in carbon metabolism is re-

quired. In general, the presence of PGIS genes involved in three potentially unrelated 

metabolic pathways on pRL12 suggests that pRL12 may be required for proper growth of

RLV3841 on VMM, but further studies will be needed to confirm these results.

3.5 Conclusions of Chapter 3

Through the use of MmeI-adapted mariner based high-throughput forward genetic 

screening on TY and VMM media, a putative set of core functional genes was identified 

as being required for proper cell function under both growth conditions. This core func-

tional genome was observed to be distributed relatively evenly across several functional 

groups, suggesting that the central set of genes required for cell survival is diverse. Un-
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derstanding the core functional genome is important in Rhizobium genetics, as it may lead

to a better understanding of the fundamental cell physiology of the organism. This  may  

ultimately lead to enhancements of inoculant strains of Rhizobium, potentially resulting in

an economic return via increased legume yield. 

Along with understanding the core functional genome of RLV3841, the sets of genes re-

quired uniquely for growth on VMM and TY media was also estimated. It was seen that 

several biosynthetic genes were required for growth on VMM media, which is logical 

considering that VMM provides only simple forms of nitrogen, phosphorous, carbon, and

few essential vitamins; thus necessitating biosynthesis of all other metabolic intermedi-

ates. Analysis of plasmid borne genes that were observed to be required for growth/plas-

mid maintenance uniquely on VMM identified a number of hypothetical proteins worth 

further investigation, and also a potential function of pRL12 as being required for proper 

cellular function on VMM media.

The subset of genes uniquely required for growth on TY medium was observed to be en-

riched for conserved hypothetical proteins. Based on the putative function of many of 

these hypothetical proteins, and the number of TY-growth impaired genes that were in-

volved in cell envelope function, it is hypothesized that the mechanism of TY-growth 

phenotype may involve a conserved cellular stress response.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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4.1 General Impressions of the Rhizobium INSeq Method

The development of a new high-throughput screening technique for use in the Rhizobi-

acea will result in an increase in the speed of genetic discovery. The new pSAM_Rl vec-

tor performs well, and is able to mutagenize RLV3841 at a high enough frequency to gen-

erate pools of mutants that collectively saturate the genome with transposon insertions. 

This allows for the high-throughput genetic screening of the genome under several poten-

tial screening conditions, and will also potentially allow for classical approaches to trans-

poson screening, although made obsolete by the technique described in this work. There 

are a few genes devoid of potential mariner insertions in the genome, and there is a low 

number of genes that have very few potential insertions sites, but in general this tech-

nique allows for the rapid screening of almost the entire RLV3841 genome in a single ex-

periment. Use of the HMM has made analyzing the data relatively straightforward after it

has been processed and converted to the proper format. The gene states calculated by the 

HMM model appear to be biologically accurate, but in some cases it does appear the 

HMM calculates genes as being growth impaired when their insertion density and mean 

read depth of those genes appear almost identical to that of a neutral gene. Because of 

this, certain considerations must be given when using the model, and when interpreting 

the results. Overall though, the combination of the MmeI-adapted mariner transposon and

the HMM-based analysis method has resulted in a high-throughput genetic screening 

technique that has been reproduceable, accurate, and insightful. This combination of tools

has produced large data sets that estimate the genetic requirements of RLV3841 for 

growth on complex and minimal media, as well as the central genetic complement re-

quired for survival under these conditions.
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4.2 Limitations and Considerations

There are limitations to the high-throughput genetic screening presented here. First, the 

HMM appears to sometimes inaccurately predict the impact on growth some genes will 

have on RLV3841. These genes are often short in length (tRNAs for example), and con-

tain very few potential 'TA' insertions sites within them. One explanation for this is based 

on how the HMM works. The HMM analyzes local insertion density and read depth and 

fits a model for what each state (ES, GD, NE, GA) with respect to read depth, insertion 

density, and what these values were observed to be, leading up to and after a given 'TA' 

insertion site, along a DNA molecule. It uses changes in these parameters to estimate if 

the hidden state of the model (the impact of a 'TA' site on growth) has changed based on 

these parameters, and so given a gene (which the model interprets as a string of 'TA' sites,

independent of distance between them) with a short size and number of insertions, the 

hidden state for the 'TA' sites within the gene may not appear to change to the model be-

cause there was too little signal in the data to indicate a change has occurred. In this way, 

the model could mistake a tRNA as being neutral, given that is has only two 'TA' inser-

tions within it, and it is surround by large stretches of neutral 'TA' insertions sites. One 

possible approach to minimize this artifact in future experiments would be to increase the

number of reads used for analysis, as this will increase the magnitude of difference 

between states, and may increase the signal to noise ratio of the HMM. Because of the 

limitations with the model’s accuracy, it is important to examine the insertion density and

mean read depth of a gene when considering the gene state the model has predicted for a 

gene. Also, sometimes genes will appear to be neutral because the majority of 'TA' inser-

tion sites within the gene are neutral, and the mean read depth is high, but it will be called

essential by the HMM. This may be the result of a statistically significant stretch of 'TA' 
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insertion sites within the gene having no observed insertions,  potentially indicating an 

essential domain within a gene, and so the model assigns the entire gene to the essential 

category.

Another important limitation of the approached used is when considering gene duplica-

tion events. Duplicate regions of sequence, such as genes duplicated from the chromo-

some onto a plasmid, or duplicate copies of identical regions on a plasmid, will by default

appear as essential in the analysis. The reason for this is based on how the sequencing 

reads used for analysis are realigned onto the RLV3841 reference genome. In practice, 

reads that map to more than one location within the genome are discarded. The reason for

this is that the alternative would be to align reads with multiple alignments to one of 

those alignments at random, potentially increasing the noise in the data set. For example, 

if two copies of a gene existed, one on the chromosome and one on a plasmid, and 100 

reads aligned to the 'TA' insertions sites within these genes at random, both genes might 

appear to have been inserted into 50 times, potentially resulting in them both being desig-

nated as neutral. This may be problematic as one copy may be essential while the other is 

neutral, but because of random read alignment they both now appear neutral. To avoid 

this the reads are not mapped to either gene, resulting in them both appearing to be essen-

tial. This approach also has its limitations as one copy may not be essential, but being 

aware of how duplicate genes are treated in the model will allow future investigation of 

the gene pair as being potential essential, instead of the gene pair being disregarded be-

cause they appear neutral.

Because of the two mentioned limitations of this method of high-throughput genetic 

screening, it is important to consider the results generated as estimations. This method 
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does not and cannot predict the absolute contribution of a gene to the growth of an organ-

ism, but it can generate a very large, and mostly accurate, dataset that can be carefully ex-

amined to form numerous hypotheses for targeted future experiments.

4.3 Future Directions and Applications of INSeq in Rhizobium

Selection of genes from this data set for future study requires careful scrutiny. It is im-

portant to take into account the inaccuracy of the HMM when looking at candidate genes.

Taking a wholistic approach, that considers the number of 'TA' sites, the insertion density,

the mean read depth, and the HMM output for the gene, is likely the most accurate meth-

od for identifying genes worthy of follow up studies. Conversely, because of the inac-

curacies of the HMM, a gene that may be required for proper growth, and worthy of fu-

ture study, may be labelled as neutral. An approach for potentially identifying these genes

is to look for genes with both very low insertion density and mean read depth across the 

majority of potential insertion sites within the gene boundaries. In general, it is often 

most helpful to view these data sets side-by-side in a program such as IGV viewer when 

making a decision about the accuracy of the HMM output for a particular gene.

The application of this high-throughput forward genetic screening method in future stud-

ies will be very useful in generating numerous hypothesis, ultimately resulting in an ac-

celeration in the rate of discovery in Rhizobium genetics. It is possible to use this tech-

nique to investigate phenotypes that may be involved in survival and competition of 

Rhizobium in a soil environment. For example, this method could easily be used to screen

for genes required for dessication tolerance, freeze tolerance, salt tolerance, pH tolerance,

humic acid tolerance, and even for growth on soil extract media or other soil or plant ex-

udate derived media. Furthermore, if sufficiently complex pools of mutants can be re-
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covered post selection in colonization experiments done in soil or rhizosphere environ-

ments, there is the potential for discovery of large sets of genes involved in proper cell 

function in vivo. Potentially resulting in data that can be directly utilized for the enhance-

ment of legume inoculant technology.
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